
 

PMF8D15 Flat Die Pellet Machine 

 
 

 

 

Parameters: 

 

Model Engine  Power Capacity Net/Gross 

Weight 

Packing Size 

with Engine 

Packing Size 

without Engine 

PMF8D15 Diesel 15Hp 176～265(lb) 463/529(lb) 57*30*35(in) 47*30*34(in) 

 Warranty: 1 Year  Pellet Size: Can Adjust By Your Demand 

  

Pelletizer Machine Details: 



  

This is a flat plate pellet mill with diesel enging. Due to the reasonable structure design, it has 

many advantages: 

Lower energy consumption; 

Pure Biomass Pellet without any additive: 

Stronger spare parts; 

It adopts screw-center adjusting pressure structure.the pressed rollers gap can be adjusted small 

or big,so it can meet the different materials demand and make sure the pelleting effect. 

 

Pelletizer Machine Packaging Details: 

 
Payment Terms: L/C T/T 

Package: Wood Case 

Delivery Time: 20 Days 

 

Bamboo Powder Pellets Produced By This Pelletizer Machine: 
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Buy pellet machine form local manufacturing in USA. Possess 50% customer of pellet machine in 

the word,rely on first-rate quality and low pellet machine price. 

Know About Pellet Mill Price Factors 

Buy the right pellet machine is first key step if you want make high quality hard wood 

pellets.Nowadays, there are various pellet machines for sale online but the quality of pellet 

machine is actually not uniform and also varies considerably in price. Purchasing a high quality 

pellet machine at reasonable price can be a skilled business which means it is not just about low 

price pellet machine or famous brand pellet. We should know that buy low price pellet making 

machine probably make your money down the drain! 
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In generally, pelletizer for feed and pelletizer for fuel are the two main pellet making machines 

offering in the market according to the purpose and scale. In other words, feed pellets and fuel 

pellets are the two main products that pellet machine can produce. However, there is a wide 

disparity in price between feed pellet machine and wood pellet machine. So when choosing from 

plenty of online pellet manufacturers or distributers, make sure that it is fuel pellet machine and 

for security reasons, you can ask for pellet pressing videos about the specific wood materials 

which you plan to use. 

By testing on many different biomass materials, we have designed pellet machine which can 

produce various kinds of pellets with good density and low moisture content. We supply both 

residential/family pellet machine and industrial pellet machine. And both of them take little 

efforts to operate. To buy which kind of pellet machine depends on your demands and apparently, 

each type of pellet machine differs in price. Residential and family pellet machine with flat die is 

generally used at home, pressing pellets as animal feed, fertilizer or home heating fuel from the 

biomass material of sawdust, agricultural stalk, paper, grain and wood wastes etc. So if you want 

to run a home pellet machine business, we suggest residential pelletizer. 

Industrial pellet machine can also be classified into light industrial and large industrial. Most 

industrial pellet machine is ring die design as there are many advantages of ring die structure. For 

one thing, buying a ring die pellet machine can diminish the wear of roller and die and improve 

efficiency. For another, ring die structure is good for large scale and hard wood pelleting. But on 

the other hand, the price of ring die pellet machine should be higher than flat die pellet machine 

and the pellet making process is invisible for pellet machine with ring die while flat die pelletizing 

is visible. 

 

Want to have a thorough understanding on our pellet machine? 

Welcome to contact us and we can supply examples of pellet making details, specific pellet 

pressing videos, pellet manufacturing photos and pellet machine price lists (both retail price and 

distribution price). 
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Interested In Pelleting Or Pellet Machine? 

Contact us now, and our service team will give you a detail introduction of biomass pellets and 

pellet machines. All your consultations are FREE! 

 

E-mail: info@pelletmillshop.com 
Our office staff is available to answer your questions, Monday through Friday, from 8:00 to 4pm 

(CST) 

 


